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Abstract

In this paper we describe a programming environ-
ment for Scheme that supports elucidative pro-
gramming. Scheme is a programming language
in the Lisp family. Elucidative programming is
a variant of literate programming. Literate pro-
gramming represents the idea of structuring the
program as fragments that are contained in an es-
say that documents the program understanding.
Elucidative programming is in a similar way based
on the ideas of documented program understand-
ing, but in contrast to literate programming, elu-
cidative programming leaves the program intact.
The relations between the documentation and the
units of the program are defined without use of
containment. Whereas most literate programming
tools produce paper output of the literate pro-
gram, the elucidative tools are oriented towards
presentation in a WWW browser.

1 Introduction

Program development is based on understanding.
The understanding is embodied and encoded in
the program. Unfortunately, it is not easy to re-
cover the understanding from the program. Con-
sequently, a great amount of efforts are used to
reestablish the original understanding when the
program needs updatings of various kinds. The

widespread interest is reverse engineering tools,
which flourish in program comprehension circles
[18; 1], is a clear evidence of this observation.

In this paper we recommend an investment in
documented program understanding. The essen-
tial understanding, present among the people who
write the program, should be captured and related
to the relevant program units. Seen in perspective
of the program life time it is simply not econom-
ical to forget the program understanding, and to
recover it repeatedly via detective work, which is
very difficult to support by effective tools.

The ideas about documented program under-
standing are not new. Literate programming
has been around for 15 years, without causing
significant impact on everyday software develop-
ment practice. Part of the reason is that literate
programming1 is extreme in several directions:

• It is based on the ideas of breaking the pro-
gram into fragments that are contained phys-
ically in the document which represents the
program understanding. Thus, the program
“lives in” the documentation. The concept of

1When we in this paper discuss the practical elabora-
tion of literate programming we have the WEB-like tools
in mind [5; 7; 2; 19; 4]. However, the literate programming
paradigm may be supported by many other kinds of tools.
When applied appropriately, the tools in an elucidative pro-
gramming environment may support literate programming
as well.
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a source file (which is familiar to most pro-
grammers) does not exists in the literate pro-
gramming paradigm.

• It mixes fragments of a text formatting lan-
guage and fragments of a programming lan-
guage in one “ugly” and monolithic file, the
value of which is low in the development sit-
uation.

• It aims at documentation with literate value
which can serve as technical literature in the
same way as scholarly papers.

It is our hypothesis that literate programming
is beyond reach of the average programmer. The
ambition of literate programming is too high, the
program artifacts are too far from mainstream,
and current programming environments will suffer
too much if adapted to the ’literate ideas’ in a
WEB-like elaboration.

With elucidative programming we keep the ba-
sic idea of documented program understanding
from literate programming. However, we re-orient
the approach in the following ways:

• The source program is left intact, without em-
bedded or surrounding documentation.

• The program understanding is described in a
document which is firmly related to named
units in the source program.

• The documentation is targeted at the team
of current and future program developers.
Hereby the documentation addresses, in a
narrow way, the needs of the programmers
in the team that are going to maintain the
program. We are not interested in a program
as a publication (article or book).

In this paper we will describe the tool impact of
introducing elucidative programming in an envi-
ronment that supports the programming language
Scheme [17]2. In that respect, we are concerned
with two overall goals. First, we want to orient the
tools toward the medium of the Internet, WWW,

2The latest version of Scheme is defined in Revised5 Re-

port on the Algorithmic Language Scheme which is available
via the Internet Scheme Repository [20].

and HTML. We have witnessed the great success
of documenting class library interfaces using this
medium in the Java Development Kit [3]. We are
eager to find out whether program documentation
of more internal nature can be made by similar
means. Second, we want to integrate the support
of elucidative programming in an existing editing
environment. With this goal programmers can
continue “programming as usual”, but now in a
documentation enabled environment.

We are aware of several obstacles that need to
be overcome in order for elucidative programming
to succeed. The obstacles rely on positive answers
to the following questions:

• Is it realistic to expect that programmers re-
tain their program understanding in a free
style story or essay?

• Is it possible to to keep the documented pro-
gram understanding up-to-date and valuable
during the life time of the program (in the
maintenance phase of the program).

We are not presenting final answers to these
questions in the present paper. However, these
questions are central in our ongoing research, and
future papers from our group are expected to ad-
dress these important issues.

In section 2 we will introduce the ideas and the
concepts of elucidative programming. In section
3 we present a concrete example of an elucida-
tive Scheme program. A discussion of the tools
in the elucidative Scheme programming environ-
ment follows in section 4. The paper ends with a
description of related work, status of the research,
and conclusions.

2 Elucidative Programming

To “elucidate” is to throw light on something com-
plex and to make clear or plain, especially by
explanation.3 We introduced the idea of elucida-

3This is the meaning of the verb “elucidate” according
to The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage. As such we find that this term hits the flavor of
“explanation” that we go for when an understanding of a
complicated program has be to written down. The word
“elucidate” is the most attractive among several candidates
such as “explain”, “expound”, and “explicate”.
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1. The internal documentation must be oriented towards current and future developers of the program.

2. The internal documentation is intended to address explanation which serves to maintain the program
understanding and to clarify the thoughts behind the program.

3. The program source file must be intact, without embedded or surrounding documentation.

4. The programmer must experience support of the program explanation task in the program editing
tool.

5. The program “chunking structure” follows the main abstractions supported by the programming
language.

6. The documented program must be available in an attractive, on-line representation suitable for expo-
sition in an Internet browser.

Figure 1: Requirements for an elucidative programming environment.

Figure 2: The layout of panes in an elucidator.

tive programming in an earlier paper [12]. In that
paper we discussed elucidative programming and
literate programming in relation to each other,
and we came up with six requirements for an
elucidative programming environment. These re-
quirements are summarized in figure 1.

2.1 User interface

From a user interface point of view, the central
idea of the Elucidator to is to present the pro-
gram and the documented program understand-
ing as hypertext in two relative large panes of a
window, see figure 2. In that way the documen-
tation may be presented in a pane on the left half
part (or top) of the screen and the program in
the right half part (or bottom) of the screen. A
concrete example can be seen in figure 4, which

will be discussed in section 3 of this paper. The
proximity of documentation and program gained
by this setup together with the mutual navigation
in between the two panes make up the main char-
acteristics of the user interface of an Elucidator.

2.2 Hypertext aspects

Seen as hypertext, the nodes of an elucidator are
very coarse grained. The entire documentation is
a single node in which sectional units are embed-
ded into each other. Similarly, each source pro-
gram file is represented in a node where the units
of the programs are composed and embedded ac-
cording to the rules of the programming language.
In that respect, the elucidator runs counter to
other hypertext-based programming environments
[15; 14] where more fragmented models seem to
dominate. The hypertext links are derived from
relations among program and documentation en-
tities. This is explained in more details in section
2.3.

2.3 Central model

From a modelling point of view, the program and
the documentation are broken into entities. At
the program side, the entities are the overall build-
ing blocks (named abstractions) of the program,
such as classes, procedures, and functions. At the
documentation sides, the entities are sections and
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subsections of the documentation. As an integral
part of the entity concept there must exist a nam-
ing scheme which allows us to refer to the program
entities from the documentation, and vice versa.

In the Scheme environment, the most important
program entities are top-level define forms, such
as the function definition

(define (multiplum-of a b)

(= 0 (remainder a b)))

If the define form is present in a file called file,
the name of this form is file$multiplum-of.4

In the current Scheme elucidator we do not sup-
port naming of more local definitions, although it
would be straightforward (at least in principle) to
generalize the naming scheme to deal with local
definitions as well.5

In addition, an arbitrary top-level form with a
preceding sectional comment may be be defined
as an entity in a Scheme program. The following
program fragment serves as an example:

; ::error-handling::

; Here we handle errors in the input.

(if (not (input-data-ok?))

(begin

(write-page

"Error messages’’

(string-append

(font 4 red

"There where errors in your input") (p)

"Please try again!"

))

(exit)))

A Scheme comment line starts with a semicolon.
In the comment just in front of the begin form a
name in double colons serves as the name of the
succeeding Scheme expression(s). We say such a
comment is a sectional comment. The name of
the entity shown above is file$error-handling,
if it appears in file. It turns out that entities
named via sectional comments are necessary for

4The dollar prefix is not support in the current version,
but it is to be introduced in very near future.

5It turns out that we do not need to address internal
definitions very often. The practical experience with the
author’s Scheme programs shows that there are very few
internal definitions, besides trivial let name bindings. In
many thousand lines of Scheme programs written by the
authors during the last couple of years there a very few
examples of local definitions which would be worthwhile as
local entities in the sense described above.

the proper documentation of Scheme programs
with imperative constructs.

In the Scheme environment sections and sub-
sections (called entries) in the documentation are
identified and named with specialized markup.
Here is an example of a section and an entry in
that section:

.SECTION intro-section

.TITLE Introduction

.BODY

Introductory text.

.END

.ENTRY attack-plan

.TITLE The plan of attack

.BODY

Documentation describing the

plan of attack.

.END

The names of sections and entries appear just after
the SECTION and ENTRY keywords.

Program and documentation entities can be
connected to each other by means of a few natu-
ral relations, all of which are binary. If we assume
that P (together with P1 and P2) are program en-
tities and D (together with D1 and D2) are doc-
umentation entities we can describe the meanings
of relations in the following way:

• The strong doc-prog relation:
An element (D,P) in the strong doc-prog rela-
tion means that the program entity P is ex-
plained in the documentation entity D.

• The weak doc-prog relation:
An element (D,P) in the weak doc-prog re-
leations means that the program entity P is
mentioned (without being explained) in the
documentation entity D.

• The prog-prog relation:
An element (P1,P2) in the prog-prog relation
means that P1 uses the entity P2.

• The doc-doc relation:
An element (D1,D2) in the doc-doc relation
means that the documentation in D1 relies
on the documentation in D2 seen from an ex-
planational point of view.

In addition, there is a relation which we could call
prog-lang, which relates an instance of a Scheme
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language construct or standard procedure to its
description in a hypertext version of the Revised
Report on the Algorithmic Language Scheme [17].

In an elucidator tool each element in one of the
relations mentioned above are represented by hy-
pertext links. An element (D,P) in one of the doc-
prog relation gives rise to two links:

• a link source anchored in a position of the
documentation entity D, and destination an-
chored in the program entity P.

• a link source anchored in an icon just in front
of the program entity P, and destination an-
chored in the documentation entity D.

An element in the prog-prog relation relates an
applied name occurrence to its defining name oc-
curence. In order to be more precise, let us assume
that (P1,P2) is an element in the prog-prog rela-
tion, that P2 is named N, and that (P1,P2) gives
rise to a link L. L is source anchored at an applied
occurrence of N in P1. The destination anchor of
L is a presentation of P2, which defines N.

An element (D1,D2) in the doc-doc relation
gives rise to a cross reference link from one place
in the documentation to another section.

2.4 Source markers

The links derived from the relations described
above can be used to connect sections in the doc-
umentation with named abstractions and sections
in a program source file. However, in some expla-
nations it is desirable to address finer details in
the program. Of that reason we have introduced
the concept of source markers. A source marker
denotes a particular point in a program entity.
Source markers must appear in comment positions
in order not to interfere with the syntactic rules
of the programming language. In order to mini-
mize clutter in the program comments we use a
minimal two character notation ‘@<character>’

for source markers in the Scheme environment.
At the documentation side, source markers may

be used when we explain the program details next
to a source marker in the program. A source
marker in the documentation is associated with
the anchor of the link corresponding to closest
preceding strong doc-prog relation element. A

Figure 3: The connection of a source marker
in the documentation through the an-
chor point of strong doc-prog relation
instance to the corresponding source
marker in the program.

Source maker in the documentation is the source
anchor of a link which goes to the corresponding
sourcer marker in the program, and vice versa.

Figure 3 illustrates the connection of source
markers in the documentation and the program
via a contribution to a strong doc-prog relation.

2.5 Organizational aspects

The concept of a documentation bundle is central
seen from an organizational point of view. The
documentation bundle is described in a setup file
which enumerates the program files in the bun-
dle. The documentation is either inlined in the
setup file as LAML expressions [11; 13] or more
typically imported from a text file which uses the
specialized markup discussed above. In addition,
the setup file is used to define a number of options
which controls the kind and amount of processing
done by the elucidator tool.

The editor that supports elucidative program-
ming is aware of all files in a documentation bun-
dle. The editor awareness is used to open, save,
process, and close all such files with single oper-
ations in the editor. We will describe the edit-
ing tool of the elucidative Scheme environment in
more details in section 4.2.
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3 Example

Before the discussion of the tools in the elucidative
Scheme programming environment we will present
a concrete example of an elucidative Scheme pro-
gram, and we will explain the process of its de-
velopment. The example is intended to illustrate
the concepts introduced in the previous section.
However, the reader should be aware that the ex-
ample is too small to illustrate the real needs and
challenges of documented program understanding
“the elucidative way”. Furthermore, we should
be aware that elucidative programming is not tar-
geted at program publication in the same way as
literate programming, cf. the first requirement in
figure 1. Thus, it is not really the intention to
polish an elucidative program. In that respect,
the example given below may be somewhat mis-
leading.

The elucidator of the example is available at the
Internet address

• http://www.cs.auc.dk/∼normark/-
elucidative-programming/nwper2000

The reader is encouraged to bring the example
up in a browser while reading this section of the
paper.

The example is concerned with the development
of a program that can decode the number of sec-
onds elapsed since January 1, 1970, 00:00:00 to
a year, month, day, hour, minute, and second.
Most computers can deliver an integer represent-
ing this measure of time, and therefore the con-
version forms a very useful basis for a convenient
and regular handling of time in terms of a number
of seconds.

Using the editor tool of the elucidative pro-
gramming environment we create the documen-
tation bundle and the underlying directory struc-
ture, which hosts an empty source file, an initial
template of the documentation file, the setup file,
a directory for internal files, and a directory for
HTML files. This is done by the editor command
make-elucidator. The editor prompts the user
for all necessary information and creates these files
and directories automatically. Next the user issues
the command setup-elucidator which reads the
documentation bundle into editor buffers, and es-

tablishes the characteristic splited window view on
the documentation and the program (still empty,
of course). Now the elucidative programming pro-
cess can start.

First we establish a little context around the
problem. We discuss how to possibly attack the
problem. Two approaches are identified, and we
happen to go for a mixture of them in our solution.
We shift between writing a piece of documenta-
tion, and writing pieces of programs. In case the
name exists in the program it can be smoothly
transferred to the documentation buffer. This
makes the writing about the program relatively
easy and “secure”. We run the elucidator regu-
larly and refresh the editor in order to get access to
a list of known identifiers. We introduce concepts
(such as normalization) in order to write about
the program in a concise and precise way. This
sharpens our understanding of the problem, and
makes the solution easier to understand, hereby
easing the development of the program. We intro-
duce source markers for program details which we
want to address in detail in the explanations.

It takes longer time to produce an elucidative
program than just to write the Scheme source pro-
gram. However, it is our firm belief that the qual-
ity of the program is improved through this pro-
cess. Several author’s of literate programs support
this observation [6; 16]. Furthermore it should be
evident that the construction of the documenta-
tion is an investment which, to some degree, will
pay off when we need to modify the program. No-
tice, however, that future program modifications
implies a substantial work on updating the pro-
gram understanding, as represented by the docu-
mentation. In the conclusion we will address these
problems in some more details.

Figure 4 shows a snapshot of a browser which
presents the result produced by the Elucidator.6

The three frames in the browser correspond to the
panes of the basic layout, as illustrated in figure 2.
The menu and index pane show the detailed table
of contents of the documentation.

Figure 5 shows a portion of the documenta-
tion source, in order to illustrate the specialized

6For a better presentation, please consult the on-line ver-
sion of the example at http://www.cs.auc.dk/∼normark/-
elucidative-programming/nwper2000.
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Figure 4: A screen shot of the Scheme Elucidator.

markup introduced for our purposes. Here we
see the mixture of specialized markup (roff-like
‘dot notation’ at the start of a line) and HTML
markup. The excerpt in this figure corresponds to
section 2.2, as shown in figure 4.

4 Tools

There are two important tools in an elucidative
programming environment. The most central of
these produces the presentation of the program
and the documentation. This is the tool we call
an elucidator. The other tool is the editor. It is
the qualities of the editor tool that make it re-
alistic and feasible to produce a program and its
related documentation. Without specialized edi-
tor support, elucidative programming is probably

out of reach for most programmers.

In the following two sections we will discuss
the Elucidator tool and the editing support of the
Scheme Elucidator.

4.1 The elucidator tool

The elucidator is composed by two major compo-
nents: an abstracter and a synthesizer. In turn,
both the abstracter and the synthesizer has a doc-
umentation part and a program part.

The program abstracter parses a Scheme pro-
gram in order to identify the relevant program
entities. Similarly, the documentation abstracter
localizes the documentation entities. Both ab-
stracters are relatively easy to construct due to
parser-friendly syntactic basis of Lisp, and due to
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.ENTRY days-hours-minutes-seconds

.TITLE Dealing with days, hours, minutes, and seconds

.BODY

Now we have reduced the problem to finding the normalized months,

days, hours, minutes and seconds from a rest second counter <em>r</em>

that is less than the number of seconds in a year. It would be natural

to find the month next, but doing so would call for yet another

<em>counting</em> process, because a month is an irregular time

interval (some months have 31 days, others 30, February has normally

28 days, but there is 29 days in leap years).<p>

It is easy to find the unnormalized number of days, and the normalized

hours, minutes, and seconds from <em>r</em>. This is done by quotient

and modulo <em>calculations</em>. The function

{*how-many-days-hours-minutes-seconds} does that. We first find the

(non day-normalized) number of days by dividing r by

{seconds-in-a-day} (@a). The remainder, called {-n-rest-1} (@b) is

used to find the hour-normalized number of hours by division of

{-n-rest-1} by {seconds-in-an-hour} (@c). Again the remainder,

{-n-rest-2} (@d) is found, and this quantum is used to find the

minute-normalized number of minutes (@e). Finally the number of

seconds are found in the last modulo calculation (@f).

We use a sequential name-biding form {-let}* to find the results in a

sequential fashion. Still we are entirely within the functional

paradigm, of course. The function returns the list of days, hours,

minutes, and seconds.

.END

Figure 5: An excerpt of the documentation source
text.

the simple nature of the documentation markup.
The result of the program abstraction process is
lists of defined name occurrences tagged with ad-
ditional information, such as source file belong-
ings. The list is stored in a file in the internal di-
rectory of the elucidator. As a processing option
it is possible avoid parsing files which are rarely
modified; The lists of definitions in such program
source files are taken from the internal files pro-
duced by an earlier elucidation process.

A sectional comments which identify a subse-
quent section of Scheme forms causes a number of
problem in the parsing process. The reason is that
Scheme comments, like comments in most other
programming languages, are lexical elements. As
such they disappear before a conventional pars-
ing starts. It would, of course, be possible to use
a specialized parser which reads the comments.
As an alternative, we run the programs through a
pre-processor that converts lexical comments to
syntactical comments.7 The result of the pre-

7We use the pre-processor of the SchemeDoc tool from
the LAML software package [9]. Like JavaDoc, SchemeDoc
extracts interface comments of definitions. They serve as
interface documentation of library collections, and like in
Java, they are rendered as HTML file for exposition in an
Internet browser.

processing is stored in temporary files in an in-
ternal directory of the elucidator tool. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the source-to-source transformation done
by the pre-processor.

The program synthesizer decorates the source
programs with HTML tags. The HTML a tags
are the most important because they represent the
entity relations and links discussed in section 2, in-
cluding the anchor points of the source marker. A
few icons are added in front of top level definitions.
The yellow left arrow icons are the most important
because they connect top-level define forms to the
places where they are discussed (using strong doc-
prog relations) or mentioned (using weak doc-prog
relations) in the documentation. Using these it is
easy to identify the places in the documentation
where a given Scheme definition is explained. The
program synthesizer also decorates the program
text with colors and font faces. This decoration is
mainly done in order to visualize the navigational
role of names and other program constructs in the
Scheme program.

The program synthesis process is implemented
by reading the program source text char by char,
while simultaneously traversing the parse tree of
the pre-processed program. The information in
the parse tree makes it possible to look ahead in
the character input stream. As an example, the
possibility to looking ahead is crucial for the in-
sertion of destination anchors (a name tags) in
front the comment which defines the interface of
the Scheme functions.

The documentation synthesizer transforms the
specialized markup and the source markers to
HTML markup. This is implemented by means
of a state machine. The state machine applies the
knowledge established by the abstracters to target
the doc-prog links to the program, and the doc-
doc links to other sections in the documentation.
Structural links between sections and entries of
the documentation are also inserted in this phase.

Based on the result of the abstraction process
the elucidator tools makes a number of useful in-
dexes:

• An index of the definitions in the program

• A cross reference index of the names in the
program (only names that are bound at top-
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Figure 6: An illustration of the pre-processing of comments.

level).

• A table of contents of the documentation (in
two different depths).

All indexes are presented in the ‘Menu and index
pane’, cf. figure 2. The entries in the indexes are
anchors for links to the appropriate entities in the
documentation or the program. The cross refer-
ence index maps names to all the defintions, in
which they are applied. As a convenient shortcut,
a defintion of (say N) in the synthesized program
is prefixed with an icon8 which allows navigation
to the name N in the cross reference index. Us-
ing these shortcuts it is relative easy to follow a
selected chain of function calls, from the details
towards the overall program structures (upwards
in a possible procedure calling chain).

The Scheme Elucidator creates a fixed number
of HTML files, which present the files from a doc-
umentation bundle. All the bindings are done at
“elucidation time”. As an alternative, the bind-
ings may occur at a later time, and ultimately at
“browse time”. Using this approach, a program at
the WWW server (a cgi program or a Java servlet,
for instance) may synthesize the information from
a repository, which is common for all tools in the
elucidative programming environment. The Java
Elucidator, which we briefly touch on in section 6,
is oriented towards this approach.

8The small green triangular icons in front of the top-
level defintions brings us to an entry in the cross reference
index.

4.2 The editor tool

The editor tool of the elucidative Scheme pro-
gramming environment presents the documenta-
tion and a selected program file in a splited win-
dow, in a similar way as the Elucidator. We use
a customized version the Emacs editor. The cus-
tomization is programmed in Emacs Lisp.

The editor offers navigation possibilities which
are similar to the facilities in the browser dis-
cussed above. More specifically, the following
kinds of navigation is supported via a generic
elucidator-goto command in the editor:

• navigation from a program name N in the
documentation to the definition of N in a pro-
gram.

• navigation from a defining, top-level name oc-
currence N in a program to a section in the
documentation that explains N.

• navigation from an applied name occurrence
N in a program to the corresponding defining
name occurrence.

• navigation from one section to another in the
documentation via a doc-doc cross reference
link.

Navigation steps are stacked in order to provide
for convenient backing up to previous locations
(using the elucidator-back edit command). The
navigation made possible by eludicator-goto

and eludicator-back is more powerful than just
text searching, because it may it may move the
focus from one buffer to another. Currently the
editor does not support direct navigation between
pairs of source markers.
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As it can be seen in figure 5 anchored links
a represented by specialized markup in the doc-
umentation. As an example, {multiplum-of}
refers to the place of the definition of the func-
tion multiplum-of. The editor supports the cre-
ation of this markup, in particular the entering of
the name ‘multiplum-of’. The name may either
be taken and transferred from a program window,
or it may be entered by means of Emacs comple-
tion (just type the first few letters of a name and
Emacs will finalize it). Both of these creations are
supported by the editor command prog-ref. In
a similar way, doc-ref supports the creation of
cross reference links between sections in the doc-
umentation.

The editor shows the documentation in raw and
undecorated form, without any special rendering
of the elucidator-specific markup nor the HTML
markup. Therefore, it is much more pleasant
to explore an elucidative program in an Internet
browser than in Emacs. In the development situ-
ation, it is attractive to use both an editor and a
browser. The core navigational functionalities are
overlapping. The editor is more flexible with re-
spect to searching than both Netscape and the In-
ternet Explorer. The brower provides more elab-
orate and more user friendly navigation.

The editor depends on information from the
elucidator tool. As explained in section 4.1 the
elucidator saves the information, which is ex-
tracted by the abstracters. This information is
used by the editor to support both navigation
and flexible creation of links. When the elucida-
tor finishes its processing, the editor command
refresh-elucidator updates the editor’s knowl-
edge about the documentation bundle.

The editor offers a number of other conve-
nient commands specific to the Scheme elucida-
tor. The editor knows the files of a documen-
tation bundle. At any given point in time,
one of the program files is in focus. The com-
mand show-program brings another program in
focus. The command reset-elucidator estab-
lishes a split-window, with documentation in the
upper part and a program in the lower part.
The reset-elucidator command is very useful if
Emacs has been used for other and perhaps non-
related purposes, such as mail reading or plain file

editing.

We find that the use of Emacs is a better alter-
native than proposing a new and special editing
tools, targeted exclusively at the creation of elu-
cidative programs. It seems to be a general experi-
ence that programmers are reluctant to use brand
new program construction tools.

In the ideal situation, however, the elucidative
editing tool should be part of an existing inte-
grated development environment. In that situa-
tion, support of elucidative programming would
be implanted into an existing and more complete
environment, which hereby would be documented
enabled.

5 Related Work

To appear in a later version of this paper.

6 Status and conclusions

We have described the ideas and concept of an elu-
cidator tool for Scheme. In addition, we have out-
lined the facilities of the editor that supports the
creation and modification of elucidative Scheme
programs.

The idea of dividing a window (or screen) in
a documentation pane and a program pane, in
between which mutual navigation takes place, is
central to the elucidator. A complicated program-
ming situation is often characterized by juggling
with many aspects of the program at the same
time. Often it is difficult and demanding to mo-
bilize sufficient concentration on all these aspects
(pieces of the program). In this situation the doc-
umentation pane may be used to keep a number
of program parts together (by means of links) in
a way, which makes it easier and safer to handle a
complex programming task.

The Scheme Elucidator in local use at Aalborg
University. The most substantial elucidative pro-
gram documents the development of the tool itself.
This program can be seen on the elucidative pro-
gramming home page together with a number of
smaller examples [8].

An elucidator for Java is currently being devel-
oped by a group of master thesis students at Aal-
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borg University. The Java eludicator follows the
same principles as the Scheme elucidator. How-
ever, Java is a much more difficult and challeng-
ing language to support than Scheme. This im-
plies, for instance, that a more elaborate nam-
ing scheme is needed to address program entities
from the documentation. From an implementa-
tion point of view the Java elucidator is also more
advanced than the Scheme elucidator described
in this paper. The Java elucidator stores the re-
sult of the abstracting processes in a relational
database (whereas the Scheme environment uses
lists of names stored in files). Furthermore, the
Java elucidator generates the HTML pages by de-
mand on the WWW server (the Scheme elucidator
generates a set of static HTML pages). More in-
formation about the Java elucidator can be found
on the elucidative programming home page re-
ferred above.

The work on the Scheme and Java elucidators
raises several interesting questions. First, is it pos-
sible to convince and discipline programmers to
document their program understanding? Second,
is it possible to convince the managers of program
development projects to invest in an improved
program quality, by means of documented pro-
gram understanding “the elucidative way”. Third,
can the documented program understanding of an
elucidative program be maintained with reason-
able means? And finally, can we develop practi-
cal documentation patterns that will allow average
programmers to write good elucidative documen-
tation of their programs? In the next couple of
years we hope to find good answers to these ques-
tions.

The Scheme Elucidator is available as free soft-
ware from the LAML home page on the Internet
[10].
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